Social-nationalist party of Ukraine (SNPU) in the 1990s

German SS Division «Das Reich» symbol

Waffen-SS Division «Landstorm Nederland» symbol
SNPU leader Andrushkiv with French "Front National" leader Jean-Marie Le Pen in Lviv (West Ukraine)

SNPU leader Andrushkiv speaks

Young social-nationalists march in the streets of Lviv
UNA-UNSO mercenaries help Chechen rebels to fight Russians

One of the «Right sector» leaders Aleksandr Muzychko with Chechen rebels (1994)
Aleksandr Muzychko with Kalashnikov rifle in Rovno administration (West Ukraine, 2014)

UNA-UNSO training camp
UNA-UNSO gunmen march in Kiev

UNA-UNSO march in the center of Kiev
«Ukrainian Patriot» group training camp

«Right sector» activists training in Kiev Maidan
Social-nationalist drummers

«Ukrainian Patriot» 2nd Congress
«Ukrainian Division Galychyna - They defended Ukraine» – social advertising of Waffen-SS Division “Galicia” (Galychyna) in Lviv

Waffen-SS «Galicia» memorial march in Lviv
Participants of the SS memorial march in Lviv

Participants of the SS memorial march in Lviv wearing traditional Ukrainian clothes
Right-wing «Svoboda» party leader Oleg Tyahnybok (Oleh Tyahnybok) at UPA (Ukrainskaya Povstancheskaya Armiya - Ukrainian Insurrection Army) memorial march

UPA veterans march in Lvov
Stepan Bandera (Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists leader) memorial march in Kiev

Ukrainian nationalists memorial march in Kiev
Maidan protesters were well-equipped and organized

Kiev protesters captured a tractor and used it as a battering ram against the police
Neonazis clash with the police unit «Berkut»

Protester uses chain against the police
Maidan protester is using Molotov cocktail against the police

Kiev protesters use Medieval catapult
«Svoboda» MP Yuri Mikhal’chishin in front of Stepan Bandera monument in Lviv

«Right sector» leader Dmitry Yarosh among his comrades

«Svoboda» leader Oleg Tyagnibok at party’s congress after the success in 2012 parliamentary elections
«Ukrainian Patriot» activists at Maidan

Ukrainian nationalist leader Stepan Bandera’s portrait at Maidan